
Redpill Linpro's monthly newsletter will
bring you updates on news, events, blogs
and more.

LATEST NEWS: 

API Readiness - why a scaling strategy matters    

Or, the story on how a TV broadcaster manages to
serve a handful of users one week and several
hundreds of millions the next, through APIs.

To make your API initiative long term successful –
you need an infrastructure that supports you and can

be scaled up and down based on requirements. 

Read more about API readiness in this blog post (in Swedish) 

From shadow IT to empowered IT   

Everything today is consumer-driven, therefore
enterprises are faced with a barrage of challenges in
fully meeting customers’ requirements. Learn what
shadow IT really means in this aspect and why it is
important for an enterprise to move from shadow IT to
empowered IT.      

Read more about Empowered IT and download white
paper       

Collaboration, trends and technology -
knowledge worker survey       

Today’s most productive knowledge workers —
business professionals who are contributing, sharing
insight and experiences, participating in decision
making, and influencing change — are a company’s
true competitive advantage.

Read more about the knowledge worker survey and download the white
paper     

9 (+1) ways to be successful with IT automation  

IT automation — the kind that is not done by writing one-
off scripts, but by using declarative, idempotent code —
can measurably improve IT operations workflow and IT’s
contribution to the business, far beyond speeding up the
performance of repetitive tasks.

Read more about the value of IT automation and
download white paper  

Events

Redpill Linpro is attending and
hosting various events,
including:

Meetup: Puppet, Chef & IPv6,
Oslo, February 9th  

Integrate 2 innovate,
Stockholm, April 19th

Tech Blogs and Social
Media

Read about the latest tech
news and tips & tricks. Check
out our employees' blogs
on: Planet Redpill Linpro  
Our company blogs

Follow us on Twitter:
Redpill Linpro  
Redpill Linpro Training  

Follow us on Facebook

Follow us on LinkedIn

Follow us on Google+

Training

Redpill Linpro offers, amongst
other, the following training
topics:

Mule Anypoint Platform
Essentials, information and
calendar

Puppet training, information
and calendar

And more... 
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